REACH to AIAG for Solutions

No matter what your learning style is or where you are located, AIAG has you covered with a full portfolio of learning experiences to get you on the road to REACH compliance.

- Prepare to Pre-Register your chemical substances, articles or preparations
- Discover what you need to do during the REACH registration period
- Hear about requirements for reporting substances of very high concern (SVHC)
- Understand how to manage your REACH liabilities
- Become knowledgeable of the regulatory requirements for REACH
- Hear about OEM-Specific REACH activities
- Learn about the Automotive Industry Guideline (AIG), Version 2.0
- Discover what you need to do to get started and the AIG eight-step process
- Be informed of related chemical regulation activities
- Learn how to reduce the administrative costs
- Mitigate the risk of supply chain interruption
- Understand why this regulation is so important and the impact it is having on the entire automotive supply chain
More REACH Training Solutions

Exclusive Classroom Training

REACH Workshop: Customized For Your Company
Learn about REACH in the confidential atmosphere of your facilities. Train your entire team on the specific aspects of REACH that affect your products; what requirements, if any, apply to the articles you manufacture; what specific action items you need to take to comply; what the relevant deadlines are for those action items; and which of your products are exempt, excluded or have very minimal REACH requirements. Call (248) 358-3003 for a customized quote and to schedule your exclusive REACH Workshop.

REACH: Pre-Registration and Registration
Gain a general high-level introduction for REACH registration. Learn what data needs to be gathered for pre-registration and registration; how to enter this data into IUCLID and into REACH-IT databases - the EU's registration and pre-registration systems and how to write a chemical safety report. Also learn about the new Safety Data Sheet Requirements in the EU under REACH. Upcoming dates:

- September 15
- October 10
- October 20
- November 12
- December 5

Pricing: AIAG Member $150 AIAG non-member: $200

REACH: Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) Reporting
Benefit from a general high-level introduction to SVHC. Learn how to track and manage SVHC's; how IMDS and GADSL can be used to report SVHC’s; requirements for communication, notification, authorization and restriction under REACH and how they relate to SVHC’s. In addition develop a strategy for responding to customer SVHC reporting requirements. Upcoming dates:

- October 28
- October 30
- December 16

Pricing: AIAG Member $150 AIAG non-member: $200

Web cast

REACH Symposium Webcast
The REACH Symposium held on June 26 is now available in webcast format for your convenience. This program consists of AIAG, OEM and Supplier presentations that explain what the REACH regulation entails and how it is impacting industry. Most importantly, legal expert Robert Matthews discusses the regulatory requirements for REACH, providing details on how to manage your REACH liabilities, with important compliance and business considerations.

Pricing: AIAG Member: $29.95 AIAG non-member: $49.95

e-Learning

Understanding and Managing REACH: e-Learning Program
In-depth online training is another option to help you meet the requirements of REACH. The Understanding and Managing REACH: e-Learning Program is convenient and easy to use whenever, wherever your supply chain is located and includes questions to test your comprehension. It is the most flexible choice for your employees and your suppliers to gain a comprehensive understanding of the REACH regulation. The REACH e-Learning program is divided into 4 modules: Module 1 - REACH Simplified; Module 2 - REACH In Depth; Module 3 - Managing REACH; and Module 4 - Using the Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for Compliance.

As an added benefit, AIAG/Intertek's Understanding and Managing REACH: e-Learning Program is offered at a 10 percent discount off the regular rate, exclusively through AIAG at www.aiag.org and reach.aiag.org.

Pricing: AIAG Member: $130 AIAG non-member: $130

Register online at www.aiag.org or call (248) 358-3003